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In 2019, HCA Healthcare, the country’s largest hospital chain, bought nonprofit hospital system Mission Health of western North Carolina. Mission’s CEO, Ronald Paulus, described the move as “a tremendous win for the people and communities we serve.”

The for-profit HCA has 185 hospitals and 1,800 clinics across the United States and United Kingdom, and its $1.5 billion acquisition included facility improvements, expanded charity care, and protections for rural communities. “We’re looking forward to investing in western North Carolina and helping ensure Mission Health’s 133-year tradition of caring for communities throughout the region continues for many years,” HCA CEO Sam Hazen said when the deal closed.

However, nearly immediately after the buyout, Mission raised prices by 10%, started charging patients surprise fees, and reduced its staff and their pay. “Every single department in that hospital that is designed to help the patient … is critically and unethically and inhumanely understaffed,” a nurse at the system’s main hospital said during a public meeting in February 2020. Patients have reported longer wait times in the emergency room and their hospital beds without assistance and getting sick from unsanitary facilities. Hundreds of physicians have walked out, with one oncologist saying that previously Mission “was run primarily by doctors and nurses and now it’s being run...

---
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by businessmen,” and “patient suffering is off their radar.” Paulus, meanwhile, got a $4 million paycheck in his final year as Mission’s chief executive overseeing the acquisition, 727% more than his starting salary nine years prior.

The HCA-Mission case is a common one in the United States. Executives and some government officials claim that hospital mergers are necessary to prevent financially strapped hospitals from going bankrupt or to help providers deliver care more efficiently through economies of scale. However, the reality is that hospital consolidation causes a range of harms and is contributing to the nation’s healthcare crisis. Patients have worse outcomes and limited access to care, owing in large part to the closures of entire hospitals or essential departments like maternity and pediatric wards, especially in marginalized communities.

Despite the consequences, deals like the HCA-Mission acquisition are occurring at rapid speed across the country. Whereas 10% of community hospitals were part of larger health systems in 1970, that share grew to 67% in 2019.

HOW DID WE GET HERE?

The U.S. hospital and physician landscape has historically been defined by independent providers. But with the skyrocketing cost of healthcare services by the 1970s and 1980s, insurers increasingly made patients pay deductibles and for out-of-network care to discourage overuse and pressure hospitals and doctors to lower their prices. Hospitals and other providers responded with a wave of mergers and acquisitions in the 1990s. The FTC and Justice Department attempted to stop many of these deals but faced a series of losses in court, resulting in a decade of government inaction against hospital consolidation.
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A new merger frenzy began during the Obama administration. Looking to enact a universal health insurance program, the White House assumed that a landscape of disjointed providers was inefficient and should be replaced by highly coordinated networks run on shared data, with hospitals or large physician groups at the center. The government pushed for “integration across the continuum of care” by offering financial incentives in the 2010 Affordable Care Act (ACA).12

Soon after, hospital mergers shot up. While the annual number of announced buyouts peaked at 60 in the few years before the ACA was signed into law, they rose to 74 in 2010, 86 in 2011, and hit 115 in 2017.13 The FTC did have success challenging some of them on the grounds that they eliminated competition, but its efforts were insufficient to deter the uptick in mergers.14

Rapid consolidation continues today, but there are many opportunities to push back, especially at the local level. State regulators have the authority to intervene and block proposed mergers, with or without support from federal agencies like the FTC. Lawmakers can pass legislation to enhance their powers, and community members can exert pressure on both enforcers and their representatives to act.

WHAT ARE THE HARMS FROM HOSPITAL MERGERS?

There is robust evidence that hospital mergers cause an array of problems, whether between direct competitors or not. In fact, one of the architects of the Obama administration’s healthcare policy, Bob Kocher, later acknowledged that advocating for hospital mergers and acquisitions was a mistake, noting in 2016, “Well, the consolidation we predicted has happened: Last year saw 112 hospital mergers (up 18% from 2014). Now I think we were wrong to favor it.”15

1. HIGHER PRICES

Executives often claim that merging hospitals will combine services and administrative functions, allowing them to eliminate redundancy and thereby save money. Nevertheless, patients frequently see prices go up.
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One economic article found that mergers between 2007 and 2011 among nearby hospitals resulted in prices rising by more than 6%, and prices at monopoly hospitals for patients with employer-sponsored insurance are 12% higher than those in markets with at least four competitors.\textsuperscript{16} In a striking example, a merger between Evanston Northwestern and Highland Park hospitals in Chicago led to price increases reaching 65%.\textsuperscript{17} And as economist Martin Gaynor of Carnegie Mellon University has testified, the harm is not temporary. “Consolidated hospitals that are able to charge higher prices due to reduced competition are able to do so on an ongoing basis, making this a permanent rather than a transitory problem,” he said.\textsuperscript{18} The problem also does not change if the merging hospitals are structured as non- or for-profits.\textsuperscript{19}

Separately, mergers between hospitals in separate geographic locations (“cross-market” mergers) are on the rise and may lead to higher prices too. Harvard Business School economist Leemore Dafny found that merging hospitals within the same state but in separate markets increased prices by 6-10%.\textsuperscript{20} Clemson University economist Matthew S. Lewis also discovered that hospitals acquired by an out-of-market buyer raised prices by 17% more than independent hospitals between 2000 and 2010.\textsuperscript{21} Researchers found that 55% of hospital mergers between 2010 and 2019 were in distinct markets.\textsuperscript{22}

2. WORSE HEALTH OUTCOMES

Research consistently shows that hospital consolidation results in worse outcomes for patients. The elimination of competition reduces incentives to improve quality of care.

A notable 2000 study, for example, found that one-year mortality for heart attack patients with Medicare coverage was much higher in concentrated hospital markets.\textsuperscript{23} Later research similarly showed that hospital mergers in New York and California resulted in higher mortality rates for heart attack patients.\textsuperscript{24}
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A study by economist Zack Cooper found that greater hospital spending only leads to better outcomes in competitive markets. “What was striking is that when patients went to high-priced hospitals in concentrated markets, their spending went up by 52% but they did not get better outcomes. So this spending was really just wasteful,” Cooper remarked.25

Researchers at Harvard Medical School and Harvard Business School found that outcomes such as readmissions, mortality, and timely antibiotic treatment did not improve post-acquisition. Moreover, patient ratings of their in-hospital experiences declined. “Our findings call into question claims that hospital mergers are good for patients — and beg the question of what we are getting from higher hospital prices,” said author J. Michael McWilliams.26

Lastly, a groundbreaking study arrived at similar results while looking at the impacts of reforms to the English National Health Service, which paid hospitals fixed prices but required patients to be given the choice of five different hospitals.27 This made quality of care the primary basis for competition between hospitals in the United Kingdom. Researchers found that those located in more concentrated markets had higher mortality rates than hospitals that had to compete more against local rivals.

3. SHUTDOWNS AND REDUCED ACCESS

Hospital acquisitions often lead to shutdowns of hospital departments or specialized care units. For instance, a study by Rachel Mosher Henke, senior director of research at IBM Watson Health, found that post-merger rural hospitals were more likely to close maternal/neonatal and surgical care units than independent ones between 2007 and 2018.28

When acquiring other hospitals, large healthcare systems “often move to close services like intensive care, labor and delivery, psychiatric care, and cardiac surgery,” said Lois Uttley, former senior advisor at the Hospital Equity and Accountability Project. “It forces people to travel out of their communities and poses really serious navigation issues for patients, especially those who are disabled, elderly, non-English speaking, and without their own cars.”29
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4. LOWER WAGES FOR HOSPITAL STAFF

In addition to patients and payers, hospital staff can experience harms following mergers and acquisitions, particularly since they may lose bargaining power relative to employers. The employers, in turn, gain what’s known as “monopsony” power, or increased leverage as a buyer of labor. In a 2019 paper published by the Washington Center for Equitable Growth, economists found that following mergers, nurses and pharmacy workers see 1.7% slower annual wage growth than their peers in more competitive markets.30

As economist Martin Gaynor testified in the Senate, “The extent to which such a merger will cause labor market harms depends on the alternatives that workers have in terms of the other types of other jobs available and where they are located. ... Workers who have specialized skills that are not readily transferable to other employers in other sectors are more likely to be harmed.”31

5. LOWER WAGES AND POORER COVERAGE FOR PRIVATELY INSURED EMPLOYEES

Even workers unaffiliated with two merging hospitals can see impacts to their compensation and benefits. Increased prices resulting from consolidation can lead to non-hospital employees who receive health coverage through work to shoulder a larger portion of the costs. This can come either through higher premiums that are subsidized with cuts to employees’ wages or new insurance plans with greater cost-sharing requirements. A 2020 study by health economist Daniel Arnold at the University of California, Berkeley, found that combinations between competitors lowered wages between 2010 and 2018 by $637, or 1%.32 The greater healthcare spending resulting from consolidation and other factors also led to a 15% increased enrollment in high-deductible health plans from 2010 to 2016. These plans put a larger burden on patients to pay for upfront healthcare costs before insurance coverage kicks in.33

6. REGULATORY FORUM-SHOPPING

State officials should consider that out-of-state purchases effectively allow hospitals to shop for regulatory environments they find more favorable to their interests. In such cases, an acquired hospital can avoid scrutiny of its potentially predatory behavior from its own state by seeking a buyer in another state with weaker law enforcement. This appears to be
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the case in South Dakota-based Sanford Health’s proposed acquisition of Minnesota-based Fairview Health Services, which is currently being investigated by Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison. State officials have had to keep Fairview under close watch due to its illicit fee-collection methods, but in South Dakota, Sanford has operated with impunity.

**THE WORST CASE: UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH MEDICAL CENTER**

The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC), a nonprofit system that dominates the hospital sector in Pennsylvania, may be the most egregious example of hospital consolidation in the country. Through a series of mergers and acquisitions and new construction over the past decade, UPMC has grown from a 12- to 40-hospital chain and insurance network that employs about 92,000 people, making it the largest nongovernmental employer in the state. In local areas like Alleghany County and Pittsburgh, UPMC owns more than 60% of the hospital beds and employs more than 65% of hospital workers.34

As the research would predict, UPMC’s great market power has delivered poor results for community members, in terms of healthcare costs, quality of and access to care, and workplace conditions. For example, UPMC has bought and then shut down entire hospitals, like Pinnacle Lancaster and Susquehanna Sunbury, as well as closed departments in other ones. While reducing access to care, these moves allow UPMC hospitals to consolidate power over healthcare services. UPMC is also known for overcharging patients and payers, then demanding higher reimbursement from insurance plans that compete with its own. Meanwhile, its insurance company tries to push nonaffiliated medical providers out of the market by refusing to make them in-network,35 or refusing to provide care to patients with outside insurance coverage.36

A recent survey showed that 93% of hospital workers in Pittsburgh said they contemplate leaving their jobs at least once a month. UPMC has also been the subject of more than 150 unfair labor practice filings at the National Labor Relations Board over the past 10 years, as workers have looked to organize.37 Despite all these harms, as a nonprofit and public charity, UPMC is exempt from certain taxes, making $50 million annually in real estate carveouts in Alleghany County, Pennsylvania, alone.
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Executives and policymakers favoring consolidation often make claims that mergers and acquisitions will help struggling hospitals, especially in poor, rural areas, get the funding and supplies they need and avert closure. Such arguments are intended to raise public sympathy and deter antitrust regulators from initiating a lawsuit. However, these “flailing firm” defenses rarely succeed when enforcers choose to challenge the merger in court.\(^\text{38}\)

To justify an acquisition, merger proponents also frequently portray hospitals as in greater financial distress than they actually are. For example, in the proposed Sanford-Fairview acquisition, Fairview Hospital has insisted it’s losing money, but its 2021 financial statement shows that its $132 million operating loss on $6.4 billion in revenue stems from depreciation and amortization and is offset by nearly $167 million in investment income.\(^\text{39}\)

Furthermore, such claims are typically grounded in the idea that rural hospitals don’t make as much revenue as those in wealthier, urban areas. These hospitals serve sparse, high-need populations whose lack of adequate insurance coverage or increased enrollment in Medicaid results in lower compensation for patient services. But this ignores that these hospitals, as the exclusive medical providers for their communities, have significant control over prices, get to buy expensive drugs at discounted rates through the 340B program, and receive better reimbursement rates from government payers than their urban peers. It is these advantages that make them an attractive target for profit-seeking buyers.

Further, many of the hospitals closing in rural areas today are not independent, and their floundering state is caused by financial extraction by private equity rather than unavoidable circumstances. According to the Private Equity Stakeholder Project, at least 130 rural hospitals are owned by private equity, accounting for roughly 7% of rural community hospitals in the United States today. Nevertheless, private equity-owned entities made up 50% of the six rural hospitals that closed in 2021 and 2022.\(^\text{40}\)

\(^{39}\) “Consolidated Financial Statements and Supplementary Information: Fairview Health Services Years Ended December 31, 2021 and 2020,” Ernst & Young LLP, April 2022, https://emma.msrb.org/P11592185-P11228601-.pdf.
Among government actors, state and local authorities are proving to be the most active defenders of a competitive marketplace for hospitals.

1. REQUIRE STRICTER ANTITRUST REVIEWS OF PROPOSED MERGERS

Under federal law, mergers are illegal where the “effect of such acquisition may be substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly.” 41 However, when merging or acquiring, companies only need to report the transaction to the Federal Trade Commission if it is valued over a certain amount, $111.4 million as of 2023, 42 and the Federal Trade Commission is not allowed to share the information from those notifications with state attorneys general. 43 As a result, stretched federal antitrust regulators are often not even notified about potentially harmful hospital mergers and acquisitions, and they are not allowed to share the necessary information with state and local enforcers, who are best positioned to challenge the illegal merger.

However, legislators can pass laws mandating that any hospitals or other healthcare providers seeking to merge in their state inform the state attorney general’s office. Unlike federal law, which only requires notification for large transactions, even small healthcare combinations can be threatening and should be subject. An example of such a measure is the Pennsylvania Open Markets Act 44 or Washington state’s notification system based on HB1607, 45 both of which require nearly all healthcare transactions to be reported to the state attorney general and for any healthcare merger notifications provided to the Federal Trade Commission to be shared with the state attorney general.

2. AUTHORITY TO BLOCK MERGERS THAT HARM QUALITY OF CARE

While antitrust law prohibits mergers with anticompetitive effects, state authorities do not have clear oversight to review the health and care effects of mergers on their own terms, such as the potential loss of service to underserved populations, limited access to care, or other community impacts.
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State legislatures can pass laws that grant the attorney general clear authority to solicit input, review healthcare mergers, and block any consolidations based on comprehensive examinations of the health and equity effects of the healthcare merger. Model legislation would be the proposed Keep Our Care Act in Washington state.46

3. REPEAL CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC ADVANTAGE AND CERTIFICATE OF NEED LAWS

Today, many states have certificate of public advantage (COPA) laws, which exempt hospital mergers from antitrust laws in exchange for increased state oversight. North Carolina, for example, granted Mission a COPA in the 1990s. According to the FTC, “oversight is an inadequate substitute for competition among hospitals.” By repealing COPA laws, state legislators will enable antitrust regulators to review proposed mergers for anti-competitive effects and take remedial action to protect patients and workers.47

In addition, most states have certificate of need (CON) laws requiring anyone who wants to build new healthcare facilities to get government approval first. Dating back to the 1970s, CON laws were intended to prevent unnecessary spending on redundant services but have effectively allowed legacy hospitals to avoid competition. They can also restrict antitrust regulators' ability to stop a merger or demand a divestment from combining hospitals. By repealing CON laws, state legislators can restore competitive pressures to hospital markets, which research shows results in higher quality, more affordable care.

However, while CON laws are generally harmful, in many individual circumstances, existing certificates of need are the only form of public oversight available for a hospital system. As such, any elimination of CON laws should grandfather in any individual certificates currently covering operating hospitals.

4. BAN ANTI-COMPETITIVE CONTRACTING TERMS WITH INSURERS

Especially as hospitals in different geographic markets combine to increase their leverage against insurers, it’s crucial that regulators stop them from inserting anti-competitive language into contracts. Some of the most concerning terms are known as “all-or-nothing” and tying clauses, in which insurers must include all of a hospital system’s facilities in their networks.

In 2020, California regulators reviewing a proposed merger between Cedars-Sinai and Huntington hospitals, which operated in separate markets, found they could demand such language in their negotiations with insurers. After the hospitals challenged imposed price caps on insurer rates in court, the parties settled with a 10-year ban on all-or-nothing contracting. Other state regulators could follow this example.\(^{48}\)

**SOLUTIONS: FEDERAL**

The Biden administration has taken a new approach to healthcare and antitrust regulation, putting market competition front and center. The FTC and federal lawmakers could implement several reforms to aid the White House’s efforts:

1. **ELIMINATE NONPROFIT EXEMPTION FROM FTC ACT**

   Today, nonprofit hospitals are free from certain antitrust regulations in the FTC Act. Reps. Pramila Jayapal (D-WA) and Victoria Spartz (R-IN) have introduced a bill called the Stop Anticompetitive Healthcare Act to reverse this exemption, which would subject consolidated systems like UPMC to closer federal scrutiny.\(^{49}\)

2. **CREATE NEW FTC TASK FORCE**

   In the early 2000s, the FTC established a task force that reformed its approach to challenging hospital mergers. This allowed it to reverse the losing streak it had in the 1990s and succeed in blocking several proposed mergers in the 2010s. A new task force could allow the FTC to present research demonstrating the anti-competitive effects of mergers between hospitals in different markets and thus substantiate challenges against such deals.

---
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